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Once upon a time, in a faraway country between two blue
rivers, lived a golden dragon called Marko.
He liked people and was eager to help them.
But everyone was terribly afraid of him.
During the day he slept in the bowels of the earth below
the old town and waited for nightfall.
At night he went into town, walked and collected valuables
and coins that had clumsy people lost.
He was modest and did not need money.
His old punctured pot become too small for all the treasure
he had collected.
He dreamed about whom he could help, whom to give
money?
Trifty Marko needed advice and help.
He remembered his friend lady dragon in Cerignola and
sent her a letter...
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Dear Laura,
I'm writing to you, because I need your
advice.
For a long time I have been collecting
valuables, that I've found on a street. I
don't need them, therefore I don't know,
what I should do with them. Maybe you
have got some idea, who can I help?
Maybe I should create treasure house and
multiply money? I've heard, that you know
in Italy a very famous fairy, who has got a
magic well, which makes dreams come
true. If so, maybe it could multiply my
valuables? And then we could share it with
poor people. I think, you can help me. Can
we meet soon or maybe you could send me
a message? Maybe this could solve my
problem.
Trusting in your good heart, I finish my
letter now,
Your good friend,
Marko
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Lady dragon, decided to travel and visit her dear friend
Marko to help him.Surely they would have been able to
find a solution together.
Being arrived at her destination, she hugged with her
friend Marko who revealed her he had organized a big
party to honour her.
The next day Laura told Marko that in Italy there is the
Wish Bank. It is a special bank where anyone can go to pay
for his own wealth and then decide, with the help of elves
and fairies, to whom to donate.
Elves and fairies disguise themselves as human beings and
study the ones who really need help.
Everybody can write the names of needy people
down
on an online list available only to the bank's customers, so
that everyone can freely decide to help anyone who needs
help.
Every time you give your contribution, you earn more
interest on the money left in the bank. People who open an
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account in this particular bank, are special
people, who have a golden heart and live
more time because they are enriched by
the others' happiness.
Marko was very happy to know about this
great chance, so he decided to open an
account in the Wishes bank. Unfortunately
he couldn't realize his desire because he
lost life through a bad accident.
Luckily he thought to write about his
willing to his relatives living in Baiao,
Portugal
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Laura went to Marco’s house to take the treasure which
Marco told her. When she is looking for treasure, the door
was knocked. Laura opened the door and she saw a dragon
who never see her before. He introduced himself as
Deniz. Deniz told to Laura about the letter that Marco sent
to him and he said that he came to help. Laura asked the
solution of Deniz for Marco’s problem.
Deniz suggested to sell all treasure at Grand Bazaar in
İstanbul and then donate all money to a foundation that is
called DARÜŞŞAFAKA, where the children who doesn’t
have mother and father are getting education. Laura liked
this idea very much.
Next day, Laura and Deniz started their trip to İstanbul.
They travelled by a big ship with the Marco’s treasure. They
met with a dragon from Portugal at the dinner. They
became close friends in a very short time and they told
their stories and plans to each other. Portuguese dragon
appreciates their goals and he said that he could help them
if they need.
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In midnight everybody woke up with a big
concussion. The ship was sinking.
Everyone was in panic. Next morning the
ship was in the deep of the sea. Only
Portuguese dragon survived. He was
waiting to be rescued in a small both with
the Marco’s treasure….
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Alone and trapped in his despair, the Portuguese Dragon
thought about what little served the treasure he inherited if
he could not help the needy with it. Money was not
bringing his friends back but it could help create a better
future for all the children around the world who suﬀered
worst fates that his own and follow through his peers’
wishes.
He needed to get to the UNICEF headquarters in
Florence, Italy. However, he was quite far away and asked
the boat’s captain if he could spend the night in his good
friend’s home in Rijeka.
The boat travel was filled with the deep blue glare of the
Mediterranean Ocean who for centuries has been binding
all sorts of civilizations through times of glory and dread.
Therefore, he arrived in the magnificent shores of Croatia.
Instantly he remembered his very good friend, Karolina,
who was a mermaid, fair and beautiful. She was the one
who could bring man’s conscience into their heart once
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more, the one who could move the
mountains, send the clouds and whisper
the wind for humankind to remind them
of their kindest truth.
Together they could end suﬀering. But,
firstly, he had to find her…
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After a few nights in Croatia, Marko heard a rumor that
Karolina was taken by the king of and old castle in the
Czech republic called Bouzov. He had never heard of this
castle, and had no clue where it was.
Never the less, he began on his exploration up north. On
the way, he came across a merchant. From this merchant he
bought an old map to find their way to the castle. He
bought a ticket to ride in a blimp. He had a safe and long
flight all the way up to Prague, the beautiful capital city. He
spent the morning sightseeing, admired the old bridge with
lots of statues as well as astronomical clock. He tasted
trdelník with icecream and Czech beer. At noon he bought
a train ticket to Olomouc at a RegioJet stall. The train was
incredibly amazing. He was served by hot chocolate, apple
juice and typical Czech cake – vánočka, strudel and
hubance. From the Olomouc railway station he walked all
the way through woods up the hill to the castle.
Inside there was a big fuss. The king was hosting a big party
that night for his successful trip to catch a mermain. With
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all of the comotion, Marko was easily able
to sneak away to look for Karolina. After
hours and hours of searching through the
cellar, the chapel, the kitchen, all of the
bedrooms, the ball room and the dining
room, finally she was found. Up in the
tallest tower in her own little private pool.
Sadly, Karolina was unable to help, because
she could not leave the water without
human legs.
To get these legs she needed a speciál
necklace…..
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a Czech glass necklace. When Marko (the Portuguese
Dragon) heard that, he immediately remembered he had
seen a lot of vintage Czech jewelry displayed on a chest of
drawers in one of the castle bedrooms. He dashed to that
bedroom and started to examine the jewelry. There were
beautiful shiny bracelets, earrings and necklaces made of
glass of various colours. He didn't know whether any
necklace could work or there was only one special necklace.
He picked a few necklaces and went back to the tower
where Karolina was patiently waiting for him. He showed
her the necklaces hanging on both his arms. When she
looked at them, Karolina immediately knew which one to
pick. She pointed to a Czech sapphire blue glass pendant
necklace and Marko (the Portuguese Dragon) quickly,
although a bit clumsily for he was not used to such
situations, put the necklace around her neck. The moment
the necklace touched Karolina's soft skin a strange light
filled the room. It blinded Karolina and Marko (the
Portuguese Dragon) for a moment. When they could see
again they found themselves in a street they had never seen

before. They were holding hands and they
were facing a modern building. They
noticed a brass label plate on the wall. It
said Golden Dragon Funding. They looked
at each other in surprise. Only then they
noticed their clothes as well as each
other's appearance was diﬀerent. Marko
(the Portuguese Dragon)
he had
something in his pocket. It was a mobile
phone. He quickly googled Golden
Dragon Funding and found out it was a
fundraising organization which gathered
voluntary contributions of money and
other resources in order to help sick
children who needed, and couldn't aﬀord,
special medical care and people whose
possessions were lost or damaged in
floods, fires or earthquakes. And then they
suddenly understand all the Golden
Dragon's eﬀorts weren't in vain. Thanks to
his true friends his dream had come true.
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